DRIVES
STEEL AND
WOOD POSTS
...FAST!

One-Man Operation
SAVES LABOR . . . SAVES TIME

Here's a faster, easier way to set posts for commercial, residential, and farm fences; highway guard rails; snow fences and stakes for vegetable and vineyards. Just back the Ford Tractor into position, touch the lever of the attached Danuser unit and a 200-pound weight sets a post deep in the ground in 3 minutes or less. Think what this can mean in time and labor savings!

Mounted on and power-driven by the Ford Tractor, the Danuser Driver and Breaker is one-man operated. A single operating lever provides control of drive weight through its complete operating cycle, thus permitting instant selection of impact force. The Danuser Driver and Breaker drives posts up to 8 feet long—steel posts and wood posts up to 4 inches in diameter without sharpening. Sharpened posts up to 6 inches in diameter can be driven 2½ feet deep in 1 minute under average ground conditions!

See for yourself how the Danuser Driver and Breaker saves time, labor and money. Just name the time and place and we'll demonstrate—right on your own job!

Breaks Concrete...Tamps Dirt...

With the Danuser Driver and Breaker you can make quick work of breaking concrete and rock. Just turn drive weight end for end in guide channel and attach low cost breaker head (sold separately). With breaker head removed you can tamp dirt at a rate of 25 blows a minute.

All Dearborn Equipment is designed and built to exceptionally high quality standards. Each implement is matched to the Ford Tractor; thoroughly tested by Ford Implement Specialists. Whatever your equipment needs, investigate Dearborn Equipment first. See your nearby Ford Tractor Dealer.
THE DANUSER DRIVER AND BREAKER

ADJUSTS EASILY
for hillside work
Adjustable top link and tractor’s leveling crank let you adjust easily to plumb for hillsides or uneven ground.

SELF-STORING
when not in use
Tripod type legs (standard equipment) hold Danuser Driver and Breaker upright for fast, easy hitching. They fold up when tool is in use.

ATTACHES QUICKLY
to Ford’s 3-point hitch
It takes less than 5 minutes to attach tool to Ford Tractor— and that includes connecting PTO drive shaft!

SPECFICATIONS
Model 22-54
Construction—Heavy steel plate and tubular members.
Method of Mounting—To Ford Tractor’s 3-point hitch and power take-off drive shaft. (Note: Stabilizer kit required. Sold separately.)
Drive—Universal drive shaft, bevel gear drive unit and roller chain weight drive.
Operation—200 lb. free falling drive weight controlled by single operating lever.
Operating limits: As driver—53° to 96° above ground.
As breaker—0° to 45° above ground.
Striking rate: 25 blows per minute.
Lubrication—Enclosed gear housing (one pint capacity) and pressure grease fittings.
Transport Clearance—9”.
Over-all Dimensions—Height (in transport position)—78”; Width—48”; Length—48”.
Shipping Weight—500 lbs. approximate.

ATTACHMENTS
(Sold Separately)

BREAKER HEAD is used for breaking concrete. Attaches with 4 bolts.

POST CAP is used when driving steel posts. Prevents damage to posts.

Design, Materials and/or Specifications are Subject to Change Without Notice and Without Liability Therefor.